Dennis visits Group 1
We were very lucky to have Dennis, an elder of our land, visit school to tell us some stories.
We meandered into the bush to set the scene. One of the stories Dennis told us was a
creation story about how the platypus came to be.
Once back in class, we retold the story and drew an image of one part. We retold, retold and
retold the story until we knew it inside out and upside down. The story was then broken down
into 12 parts with pairs of children taking one part each to narrate and illustrate. This has
resulted in a collaborative retelling story book for us to enjoy in class (and at home…but you’ll
have to wait until Christmas).

Amos chose to draw the opening scene of the story: a lush watering hole in central Australia whilst Zadie
drew the end of the story: the platypus!
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Group 1 Science Projects
At the end of Term 3, Group 1 gathered to reflect on our ‘Making Shed’ theme and to think
of the term ahead. One thing that came up was potions and mixing liquids. A day or two later
when we were in the library, a couple of the children found a ‘calm jar’ and asked how it
worked…and there you have it, a perfect organic, self-selected and purposeful project that
combined the two! (It’s wonderful when they make it easy for us!)
We began by looking at what a scientist ‘is’ and observed the jars with our scientist ‘hats’ on.
We watched them for several minutes, taking time to make observations. Kayden noticed
that a purple one “Went quicker when the bubble rose up.” We talked about what it was in
them that made us calm and most agreed it was the different colours and movement of the
bubbles that was nice to watch.
Could we make our own? How would we do that? What would we be looking for? With a few
questions we mind, we set off to investigating different liquids. What happens if you mix
water and vinegar? What if you add oil? Food dye? Bicarbonate of soda? Our potion makers
spent a long time adding and mixing and watching and wondering.
Once happy, we gathered and looked at them using magnifying glasses to get a close up and
drawing a picture to show bubbles and different layers.
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For our next session we went back to the
original jars. How did they compare? Did
our jars achieve what we wanted? What
had we discovered? We agreed that as
there was so much ‘stuff’ in our jars, we
didn’t really know what had what effect
(although we had learnt that lots of
different dyes makes it too hard to see
anything!) so agreed to do a retest, this
time looking at two substances at a time
to see what happens.
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Snack Attack has been a part of Kinma for a very long time...and how wonderful for the children to have
their parents come in and fill the air with a good home-cooked meal. There have been some amazing
foods and traditional goodies that parents have become loved and famous for.
There are 73 children in the Primary and 26 in Preschool, approx. 10 adults on Wednesdays.
We have 21 gluten-free, 17 dairy-free children, and 12 vegetarians. If your child is any or all of these 3,
please let me know.
Usually we have 2-3 parents that come in on a Wednesday and one makes the Main and the other
Dessert...or you do it all together on the day. It is a great way to meet and get to know the parents of
Kinma and spend the day with the children.
Like everything at Kinma it is a very relaxed easy day. There are not many rules, all we ask is for it not to
be too junky and offer vegetarian, dairy-free and gluten-free options.
The kids really enjoy Snack attack, and it's great when we can make Snack Attack happen every week.
Below are the dates for Term 4 Snack Attack.

PLEASE REMEMBER – We do not use nuts or nut products anywhere at Kinma.

Nov 23
Nov 30
Dec 7
Dec 14

Rachel, Beck & Stephany
Preschool

If you have any questions or want to contribute
please email me at hayleyjl@tpg.com.au
or call 0435 145 486.
Thanks,
Hayley Lewis (Turiee’s mum)
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Some examples of successful meals have
included Chicken wings/ drumsticks and
salad, tacos, nachos, pasta dishes, pizza,
sushi, quiche, fruit and yoghurt, baked
apples with cream/yoghurt, natural ice
blocks… and much more.
All expenses for ingredients are
reimbursable.

Extras

Sat 19th November
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